
Home Organization



First Class Closets specializes in the design and installation of storage solutions for the home, office, garage, 
pantry, etc. We provide professional on-time “First Class” service. We have a reputation in the community 
for using the highest quality products at an affordable price. First Class Closets has been providing excep-
tional closet design and installation service for more than 18 years. 

We realize that custom storage solutions are an investment in your home, that is why we provide a life time 
warranty on all products and installation. 

Call today for a FREE in home consultation.

First Class Closets
231.499.7377

firstclassclosets.com
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1.

2.

3.

4.
Our manufacturer offers a lifetime 
warranty on all wood products. If 
a product ever fails during normal 

use, we will replace it free of charge. 
Period.

During your in-home consultation, 
our designer will assess your 
space, discuss your goals and 
expectations then create a 3D 

design for your review. 

After your project has been 
reviewed and you have chosen 

your design styles and finishes, we 
will provide you with an estimate 
and projected completion date. 

Our professional installers will 
treat your home with care as they 

bring your vision to life. Your 
satisfaction is their first priority.



Reach a new level of organization with our innovative 
custom closet systems. Designed to fit in any space 
big or small, we will work with you to transform your 

cluttered closet into a well-organized space that 
meets both your style and budget.
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Design & 
Organization

A custom-designed 
closet is the perfect 
place to showcase 

your incredible sense 
of style. Whether 
you have a walk-
in closet, reach-in 

closet or something 
in between, we can 
truly customize your 
space to create more 
storage and ease in 
your daily routine.

Contact us today 
to schedule your 

free in-home design 
consultation!
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Enhance your closet by using our coordinating 
accessories: handles, shoe storage, jewelry 
organizers, hampers and much more. Our 

accessories will fine-tune your storage, keeping your 
closet clutter-free and functional.
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SIZE: 160mm SIZE: 128mm

SIZES: 96mm, 128mm, 192mm

SIZE: 128mm SIZE: 128mm

HANDLES & KNOBS

SHOWN IN MATTE NICKEL

AVAILABLE FINISHES
MATTE
NICKEL
MATTE 
NICKEL

MATTE 
GOLD

MATTE 
ALUMINUM

BRONZE GRAPHITE POLISHED 
CHROME

SHOWN IN MATTE ALUMINUM & SLATE FABRIC



BEACH SLATE
MATTE
NICKEL
MATTE 
NICKEL GRAPHITE

BEACH SLATE

MATTE 
GOLD

BRONZE MATTE 
ALUMINUM

POLISHED 
CHROME

ACCESSORIES

*AVAILABLE IN COMPACT SIZESHOWN IN MATTE ALUMINUM & SLATE FABRIC

AVAILABLE FABRICS



Your workspace may be a separate room or simply 
a wall in your living room. No matter your situation, 

you need a customized solution for your home 
office or craft room that is both productive and 

comfortable to make your own.
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Creative 
   Storage

Personalized storage 
is just the beginning 

of a functional 
workspace. Our 

designers will help 
transform your space 
into a creative haven 

for crafting or a 
relaxed professional 
space for your home 
office; whatever your 
needs are we’ll make 
your dream a reality.





The kitchen is the heart of the home. We have 
expertly designed our pantry products to create 

visibility and reachability for a more efficient, well-
organized kitchen space. 
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Elegant 
Organization

Your kitchen pantry is 
an important space 

within your home. Keep 
it organized throughout 
the day with the help of 

our custom designed 
shelving, dividers and 

baskets. Add a counter 
for extra space for your 

most used items or 
incorporate drawers 

for easy access to your 
everyday essentials.

Add divided 
shelves into your 
pantry design for 
a practical & fun 
design element.



Mudroom drop zones are the home’s first line of 
defense against the elements. It’s where kids toss 

their sneakers after an afternoon outside and where 
rain boots and coats dry out after a rainstorm. A 

mudroom is a smart and stylish way to add efficiency 
to your home.
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Redefined
Space

Whether you are 
looking for an area to 
store your daily items 
or you need a space 

that can work for 
you throughout the 

seasons, a mudroom is 
the perfect option. We 
offer a nearly endless 
list of ways that we 
can make your day 
more functional and 

less chaotic.





Some storage needs cannot be categorized. They 
are what we call “unique spaces”. From laundry 
rooms to wall beds and everything in-between, 
our designers will find a solution for your most 

troublesome areas.
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Nothing adds space 
like a wall bed; make 

your spare room 
ultra functional by 

combining it with your 
home office!

Do you have a 
specific style in mind? 

Our wide range of 
color finishes and 

styles make it easy 
to customize your 
home. No matter 

your desired design 
or aesthetic, our 

designers will work 
with you to create 
your dream space.

Endless 
Inspiration
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Classic colors may be used for your entire design. You can also begin your design 
by choosing one of our Classic colors and create more interest by pairing it with 

doors and drawers from our Mixology line.

COLORS

STYLES

OLOGY COLORSMix
Create a unique space by mixing our Classic 
color palette with coordinating doors and 

drawers from our Mixology line.

Enhance your design with our Classic door and drawer styles. These styles are 
available in most Classic and Mixology colors.



Our manufacturer, Organizers Direct, provides a Lifetime Warranty on all cabinetry. If a 
cabinetry product ever fails during normal use, we will replace it free of charge. Period.

organizersdirect.com        866.347.0341       fax 866.703.9899

Organizers Direct is passionate about providing quality products and unparalleled support for 
their authorized dealers. Organizers Direct was founded in 1995 by Neil Balter who is often 

credited with creating the home organization industry when he began the first closet franchise 
company back in 1978. 

Lifetime Guarantee



First Class Closets
231.499.7377

firstclassclosets.com


